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Chapter 1 : Savage Dragon #, # & Archive Vol.9 - Savage Dragon
SAVAGE DRAGON ARCHIVES VOLUME 1 takes you back to the beginning and showcases the energy and
enthusiasm which are the hallmark of his titles. In black and white, this tome of intimidating bulk (which seems thick
enough to stop a bullet) collects the 3-issue mini-series and issues # of the regular monthly title.

In his youth, Larsen drew the Dragon in homemade comic books. After launching Savage Dragon in a
professionally published comic book, Larsen returned to the original and reworked his designs into the
characters William Jonson, a police officer ally of the Dragon, and Flash Mercury, the "Spectacular Dragon".
Much later, a greatly redesigned Savage Dragon was featured in two issues of Graphic Fantasy, a
self-published title with a small print run, published by Larsen and two friends. In this incarnation, the Dragon
was a widower and a retired member of a government-sponsored superhero team. In these appearances, the
character of the Dragon remained basically the same as it had been in Graphic Fantasy, with a few details
modified such as the inclusion of his wife, who was dead in his previous incarnation. Both the Graphic
Fantasy and Megaton issues containing the Dragon have since been reprinted in high-quality editions. In ,
when Larsen left Marvel to co-found Image Comics, he reworked the character for the new publication
venture. This time, the Dragon was a massively muscled green amnesiac, who joined the Chicago police
department after being discovered in a burning field. Initially debuting in a three-issue mini-series, the Savage
Dragon comic book met with enough success to justify a monthly series, launched in To this day, Larsen
continues to write and illustrate the series entirely by himself, and has maintained a reasonably consistent
monthly schedule save for occasional lapses in comparison with the other original Image Comics titles. Larsen
has occasionally produced ancillary mini-series, and sometimes allowed other creators to produce stories
featuring the Dragon or other characters from the series. According to Larsen, the series is aimed at "older
Marvel readers who are about ready to throw in the towel on comics altogether. More mature than Marvel; less
pretentious than Vertigo. The kind of comics [he wants] to read. Dragon and Wilde would later have a casual
sexual relationship. He received the name of "Dragon" due to his fin and green skin from Nurse Ann Stevens,
who would later become a supporting character in Mighty Man. Mini-series[ edit ] The Dragon was found in a
burning field by Lt. After a number of serious incidents, including the murder of the superhero Mighty Man
and the brutal mauling of SuperPatriot , Darling takes drastic action. He pays Vicious Circle members to
threaten his cousin in the hope that it will prompt Dragon to re-consider his offer. The Dragon joins the police,
but Darling is now under the thumb of the Vicious Circle, causing him to steer the Dragon away from Vicious
Circle activities. Later, the Dragon gains a girlfriend, Debbie Harris, only to see her shot dead in his apartment
by her jealous ex-boyfriend Arnold Dimple. The Dragon falls into a deep depression as a result. Dimple
returns to plague the Dragon on several occasions as the Fiend, who makes a deal with the Devil to gain
supernatural powers. Chicago PD[ edit ] As well as being kept away from Vicious Circle activities, the Dragon
was loaned out to other police forces across the country to help them in dealing with superpowered criminals.
Also during his time in New York, a large prison break occurred and a number of powerful and dangerous
criminals were killed. This is the first time the Chicago PD lost a star witness against Overlord; Hardware,
who intended to give evidence against the criminal, was shot dead. Rapture , a former prostitute with electrical
powers, who would later have his child. Cyberface was later arrested but, like Hardware before him, he was
killed before he was able to testify. Ultimately Cyberface was resurrected and later led the Vicious Circle
under the control of Horde, another recurring villain. Later, the Dragon made his first attempt to arrest the
Overlord, who easily defeated him and left him impaled upon a church spire. The Dragon was believed to be
dead but regenerated from his wounds afterwards. This is not the only time the Dragon was missing and
presumed dead; it becomes both a recurring theme and running joke in the series. During his recovery, Dragon
was attacked by a person under the mental control of a strange worm. Under the domination of this creature,
the Dragon went on a rampage during which many innocent bystanders are injured or killed. He was finally
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stopped by the vigilante Mace, and the worms were traced to Horde. Richard Richards, took this opportunity
to attack the Dragon with a robotic weapon dubbed "Dragon Slayer". Later, the Dragon encountered the
She-Dragon , a young superpowered woman who modeled herself after him. Following an attack on the police
station and the murder of Cyberface who is later resurrected , the Dragon led a SWAT team to finally take
down the Overlord. The battle was harsh, and every member of the SWAT team perished except for the
Dragon, who was skinned alive. Even in his weakened state, the Dragon finally unmasked the Overlord as
mafia boss Antonio Seghetti, who subsequently falls to his death. After aiding the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles for a second time, the Dragon narrowly survived another attack by the Fiend, which left him nearly
crippled after his bones healed incorrectly. The Vicious Circle, once kept tightly organized by the Overlord,
had since separated into several factions that were battling for criminal supremacy. After recuperating from
this ordeal, the Dragon fought another prison break, this time in a maximum security facility torn open by a
newly-resurrected Cyberface. This battle marked the end of the gang war, and Cyberface assumed command
of the Vicious Circle. This victory was followed by difficult times for the Dragon. The Fiend can possess
living bodies, and his powers are fuelled by the capacity for hate of those possessed. While in Hell, a fist-fight
occurred between God and the Devil. As God finally overcomes the Devil, he warned his defeated opponent:
Afterward, things grow steadily worse for the Dragon. He was unable to save ill fellow officer Phil Dirt with a
blood transfusion. The Dragon was not able to reach the hospital in time, and the baby appeared to have died.
However, in truth, the infant was taken by the Covenant of the Sword , a shadowy organization bent on world
takeover. This resulted in their retreat and possible extinction. While he was gone, the Vicious Circle had
taken control of the city. Returning home to a devastated Chicago, the Dragon was captured and publicly
crucified by the Circle. During his suspension, the Dragon spent a few months as a bounty hunter and helped
rebuild the city after the Martian invasion. The Mars Attacks Image event and the Shattered Image crossover
were used as a way to phase out characters created by Liefeld from the collective "Image Universe", including
Youngblood. In the pages of the Savage Dragon, Larsen has the Dragon approached by the United States
government to form a superhuman task-force to replace Youngblood. After negotiations, the team is dubbed
the Special Operations Strikeforce, or S. This team includes much of the super-powered supporting cast of the
book, including Jennifer Murphy , a super-strong, invulnerable single mother first introduced in The Savage
Dragon: Despite being the founding member of the team, the Dragon spends little time as a member. The
Dragon leads a team of S. Rapture is killed by Darklord, and the Dragon and Jennifer are separated from the
rest of the team. While the remaining members of S. The threesome is lost in space for some months, and
Dragon is once again presumed dead, eventually landing on Godworld, where Debbie dies but is revived as an
angel. Dragon and Jennifer are caught in a battle between Thor and Hercules , and then sent back to Earth by
All-God; Debbie does not return with them. Following this, Dragon fights a Dr. Doom -like armored dictator
before returning to Chicago on leave and striking up a casual sexual relationship with his former partner Alex
Wilde. In giant-sized issue 50, many of the series subplots are resolved, and in a climactic battle among most
of the series cast, the Dragon is killed by the mystic Abner Cadaver; however, the wizard is murdered midway
through this by William Jonson, and the Dragon is bonded with him. William Jonson and the new Overlord[
edit ] Main article: She-Dragon The series changed its title to Savage She-Dragon for five issues, featuring her
as the main character during an attack by The God Squad to retrieve the various super-freaks that were
descendants of gods. This led to the S. While rescuing her, Jonson is shot, Ralph is killed by Overlord, and
Dragon is given full possession of his body. Having admitted their love, Jennifer and Dragon begin to date.
After a fight with Impostor, posing as Rapture, Dragon proposes to Jennifer, and their wedding follows in the
next issue, in which Jennifer is apparently killed by the new Overlord. In truth, she was replaced with
Impostor beforehand by the Covenant of the Sword. Though he had only been semi-active before, the Dragon
officially resigns from the S. In the following issue, the Overlord subplot is tied up after the Dragon defeats
his new team. The Dragon kills Overlord, and he is revealed as supporting character Vic Nixon, who had worn
the armor to spy on Rita; the armor then corrupted him. After this, the Overlord armor is destroyed. Single
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parent and Damian Darklord[ edit ] Following the resolution of the new Overlord plot, the series spent most of
its issues wrapping up all the remaining subplots. This was preparation for the eventual revamp in issue 75,
with the Dragon as a single parent looking after Angel and eventually losing a custody battle for her because
of his dangerous lifestyle. The Dragon dated a television producer named Marcy Howard, resumed his casual
affair with Alex Wilde, and dated Ann Stevens before she is murdered, while a number of super-powered
children and adults were kidnapped by the Covenant of the Sword. The Dragon and Mighty Man are captured
but eventually rescued in a large battle similar to the one in issue 50 in which a number of characters are
killed. It was revealed that the Covenant was formed by Damian Darklord, a time traveler who was the enemy
of a vigilante named Super-Tough. Damian also built and detonated the "Nega Bomb" made up of
super-powered individuals that de-powered every non-natural "freak" in the world. The Dragon then kills him.
The Dragon is stuck in a new reality he created by killing the infant Damian Darklord, which prevented him
from going back in time, and with most of the mutated and monstrous populace of this world trying to kill
him. The Dragon finds his house to be a crater and believes Jennifer and Angel are dead. The Dragon has
encounters with WildStar Image Comics and Madman and finds out that during his time possessed, without
Mace to stop him, he went on a much longer rampage, killing Alex Wilde. The Dragon also discovers that
Cyberface is now president of America and has SuperPatriot under his control. The Dragon organizes a group
of old enemies and allies to defeat Cyberface. After fulfilling a commitment to Rex Dexterâ€”who helped him
overthrow Cyberfaceâ€”by saving his daughter, the Dragon returns a hero and finds his way back to Chicago
and is reunited with Jennifer and Angel, who had in fact survived. The Dragon then finds his old world had
survived as well as the Savage World. The Dragon is able to save Alex Wilde from that world. Glum, who is
secretly plotting to kill Dragon. To coincide with the U. However, once his criminal intents and relationship to
the criminal Dread Knight are exposed, the Supreme Court disallows these votes. Behind the scenes, Erik
Larsen was made publisher of Image Comics, causing a nearly year-long publishing gap between issues and of
the series.
Chapter 2 : Savage Dragon Archives Vol 1 TP
Image is a comics and graphic novels publisher formed in by 7 of the comics industry's best-selling artists, and is the 3rd
largest comics publisher in the United States.

Chapter 3 : Agora baxiar Savage Dragon Archives Volume 9 formato de arquivo Pdf sÃ³ aqui - Pesquisa de
To ask other readers questions about Savage Dragon Archives, Vol. 1, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question
about Savage Dragon Archives, Vol. 1 If there was a unifying theme amongst the set of books launched by Image's
founders in the early s, it was a wanton disregard for the.

Chapter 4 : GCD :: Issue :: Savage Dragon Archives #4
THIS SAVAGE WORLD! After taking the life of a deadly time-traveling foe, the world as Savage Dragon knew it is
changed forever! Enter this vicious new universe and the strange and startling new world.

Chapter 5 : Savage Dragon Vol. 9 Archives Reviews at www.nxgvision.com
Savage Dragon Archives is one of the best ways to enjoy an awesome comic series with twists, turns and history. These
archive books remind me of the Cerebus www.nxgvision.com your mobile number or email address below and we'll
send you a link to download the free Kindle App.
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Chapter 6 : Savage Dragon Archives, Vol. 3 by Erik Larsen
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

Chapter 7 : Agora baxiar Savage Dragon Archives: Volume 1 formato de arquivo Pdf sÃ³ aqui - Pesquisa d
January 23, Savage Dragon #, # & Archive Vol Erik just released the amazing cover for Savage Dragon # Guess who's
back? Also, tomorrow, 24th of January, is the release date for the 9th Archives collection!

Chapter 8 : Savage Dragon Archives Vol. 1 - 3 () â€“ GetComics
Savage Dragon Archives Volume 4 (v. 4) by Larsen, Erik See more like this. Savage Dragon Archives Volume 9 by Erik
Larsen Paperback Book Free Shipping! Brand New.

Chapter 9 : Savage Dragon Archives, Vol. 1 by Erik Larsen
Issue #4. Volume Four. June 5, Issue #1. Vol. 1. January 9, Volume details. Name: Savage Dragon Archives. Savage
Dragon Archives This edit will also create new pages on Comic.
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